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PROSECUTORS SEEK RESTITUTION FOR DUI BLOOD DRAWS
Senate Bill 1106 Unanimously Passes in Both the Senate and the House
DUI investigations recently took a real
shot in the arm with the unanimous passage of Senate Bill 1106 in both the Senate
and the House. This legislation provides
courts the authority to order restitution
upon conviction for a DUI offense for the
cost to law enforcement to withdraw blood
and the costs to the lab to analyze the
blood for purposes of determining Blood
Alcohol Concentration and/or drugs in the
driver’s system. The court will now have
the discretion to determine if restitution is
appropriate in each case and the exact
amount to be ordered. Heather Reilly, Legislative Counsel for the IPAA suggests that
prosecutors should attach the bill/invoice
from the phlebotomist, along with the lab’s
drug analysis, to support the restitution
request.

vestigations based on breath tests or the
offender refusing. However, the cost of
blood draws can have a significant impact
on law enforcement agencies. For example, the Boise City Police Department had
an estimated 2100 DUI cases in 2008. Approximately 10% were blood draws. The
cost of the actual blood draws ranged from
$200-210 per draw and an additional $100
for ISP Forensics to analyze the blood.
This does not include the various costs of
transporting the evidence and/or testifying
in court.

In the past, some Idaho courts have
refused to order restitution for blood draws
in DUI convictions, leaving this cost to be
born by the law enforcement agency. The
courts interpreted the current language of
I.C. § 18-8002(d) as a bar to ordering restiBlood draws make up a small percent- tution. SB 1106 amends sub-section (d) in
age of DUI cases, with the majority of in(Continued on Page 5)
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CRASH RECONSTRUCTION: WHAT
DO I REALLY KNOW FOR CERTAIN?
By John Kwasnoski, Professor Emeritus
A reconstructionist may reach a final
opinion regarding the speed of a vehicle,
potential for successful evasive action, etc.
even when the physical or eye-witness
evidence is incomplete. The opinion is
reached by making assumptions, usually
about operator perception-reaction time
(PRT) and/or pedestrian walking speed.

onds and stopped his vehicle
short of the collision if he were
traveling at the posted speed of
35 mph.”
Let’s ask what we really
know for sure:

1.
A westbound pedestrian is struck by a
northbound vehicle (operated in a second
travel lane by a DUI driver). The Point of
Impact (POI) is 14.5 feet west of the curb. 2.
Post-impact skidding indicates a minimum
speed of 43 mph.
Police narrative: “Assuming the average pedestrian walking speed of 5.4 ft/sec 3.
the defendant first perceived the pedestrian
2.68 seconds prior to the collision. The
operator should have reacted in the ac- 4.
cepted perception-reaction time of 1.5 sec-

Did the pedestrian leave
the curb and walk at a constant speed for the entire
14.5 feet?
Do we know the actual walking speed
(or is 5.4 ft/sec just a number from
some sample population that didn’t
include the victim in this case)?

1.5 seconds is not the PRT that every
driver has – it’s the 90th percentile
value for many situations, but 10% of
drivers might be slower in reacting.

Does everyone walk at 5.4 ft/sec, or is
Be careful not to jump from a statistical
it the “average,” 50th percentile, or inference to an individual certainty. Both
some other statistical measure?
prosecutors making charging decisions and
How do we know the DUI operator reconstructionists should ask the question:
should have reacted in 1.5 seconds? What do I really know for certain?
And, if in doubt, perhaps a range of
possible values should be used in certain
calculations!

Crash Scene
Swan Valley,
Idaho

John B. Kwasnoski is Professor Emeritus
of Forensic Physics at Western New England College, Springfield, MA after 31
years on the faculty. He is a certified police trainer in more than 20 states. He is
the crash reconstructionist on the “Lethal
Weapon - DWI Homicide” team formed by
the National Traffic Law Center to teach
prosecutors how to utilize expert witness
testimony and cross examine adverse expert witnesses. He is the author of, “Investigation and Prosecution of DWI and
Vehicular Homicide.” Prof. Kwasnoski
has reconstructed over 650 crashes.

*Reprinted from The Green Light News
with permission of the author and the
Prosecuting Attorneys Association of
Michigan.
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Idaho Traffic Law Update
State v. Lamb, (Ct.App.2009):
The Facts. Lamb appeals his Felony DUI
conviction, asserting it violates due process
and the constitutional prohibition of ex
post facto laws. Lamb was convicted of
misdemeanor DUI in 2001 and 2003. Prior
to 2006, a third offense within 5 years
could be charged as a felony. The Legislature amended this to a third offense within
10 years could be charged as a felony.
The Decision. The Court rejected Lamb’s
ex post facto argument citing a long list of
case history dating back 200 years. The
State added to this line of authority citing
cases in other jurisdictions rejecting similar ex post facto challenges to recidivist
DUI statutes. Lamb cited no contrary
authority from any jurisdiction. Instead,
Lamb argued the law had changed based
on the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in
Stogner v. California, 539 U.S. 607 (2003).
The Idaho Court of Appeals held Stogner
was readily distinguishable because the sex
crime being prosecuted in Stogner occurred, and the limitation period expired,
before the new statute was enacted. In contrast, Lamb was prosecuted for an offense
he committed after the 2006 amendment to
I.C. § 18-8005(5). Lamb’s argument was
found to be without merit.
The Court of Appeals likewise rejected
Lamb’s due process argument. Lamb asserted the warnings in his prior DUI convictions were part of his plea agreements
in those cases and the State was now
breaching those plea agreements by charging the instant offense as a felony. The
Court found this argument to be frivolous
stating, “A trial court’s advisement of the
risk of future penalties under a recidivist
statutes is a warning designed to deter the
defendant from committing future offenses, not a promise that puts restraints on
future prosecutions. It certainly does not
constitute a promise that the law will, with
respect to the defendant, never change.”

State v. Stump, (Ct.App.2009):
The issue on this appeal is whether the
officer had complied with the foundational
prerequisites set out in the Intoxilyzer 5000
operator’s manual, specifically relating to
the 15-minute observation period.

The Facts. Prior to the administration of
the breath test, Stump was seated next to
the Intoxilyzer 5000. Stump was advised to
tell the officer if he belched or vomited.
The Court then lists the actions of the officer to include standing behind a partition,
facing Stump, while filling out paperwork.
The officer testified he used the Intoxilyzer
5000 clock, which showed the observation
period beginning at 00:15 and the first test
administered at 00:34. Stump introduced
evidence wherein this time did not match
up with the dispatch record showing the
officer arrived at the office at 00:29. The
officer explained how the discrepancies
between the different clocks could have
occurred. Stump contends the State was
unable to prove the full 15-minute period
took place before the test was administered
and that the officer did not adequately observe him during the 15-minute period.

should follow the example of Teton
County Deputy Jared Hurt of instructing
the defendant to tell him if the defendant
burps, belches or regurgitates during the
15-minute period. A good practice is to ask
the defendant prior to the first test whether
any of these events have occurred. The
Court obviously considered this as one of
the many important factors in their decision.

Burke v. Department of Transportation, Unpublished Opinion No. 394
(Ct.App.2009):

Burke argued in an ALS hearing that only
one calibration check was run at the 0.20
level prior to his breath test. The hearing
officer concluded that although the instrument operation log showed only one calibration check at the 0.20 level, this did not
mean the four sample calibration check
was not performed. The Court stated, “According to the Standard Operating Procedures, calibration check information
should be recorded in the log; this is a disThe Decision. First, the Court held there cretionary procedure, not a mandatory
was substantial and competent evidence one.”
the officer had observed Stump for the full
15 minutes. Second, the Court held, “So Burke bore the burden of proving by a
long as the officer is continually in position preponderance of the evidence his breath
to use all of his senses, not just sight, to test was not administered in accordance
determine that the defendant did not belch, with I.C. § 18-8004(4). Burke could have
burp or vomit during the observation pe- called the calibration officer to testify at
riod, the observation complies with the the hearing and clarify the procedures followed, but he chose not to. Burke needed
training manual instructions.”
to show not only the SOP’s were not folThe purpose of the observation period is to lowed, but also that the Intoxilyzer 5000
rule out the possibility of mouth alcohol or was not functioning properly at the time of
the defendant placing some other sub- his test. Creating an inference of impropristance into their mouth. The officer’s level ety was not enough to reach the preponof surveillance must be such as could rea- derance burden.
sonably be expected to accomplish the
purpose of this requirement. In this case,
the officer was within 8 to 10 feet of
Stump at all times. He was continually in
position to use all of his senses to determine Stump did not belch, burp or vomit
during the observation period, meeting the
foundational requirements set forth in the
training manual. In addition, the court
mentioned that Stump never told the officer he had belched or regurgitated, despite
the officer’s instructions that he do so.
Editor’s Note: The 15-minute waiting
period is a favorite attack by the defense.
This case is a good illustration of the type
of information an officer should document and be prepared to testify about the
observation period. Specifically, officers
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Editor’s Note: The Standard Operating
Procedures have been revised and renumbered since Burke’s arrest. No longer are
four 0.20 solution checks required. The
court noted the revisions would not alter
the outcome of the case.
(Continued on Page 5)
Disclaimer: This newsletter is a publication
of the Idaho Prosecuting Attorneys Association,
Inc. Readers are encouraged to share varying
viewpoints on current topics of interest. The
views expressed in this publication are those of
the authors and not necessarily of the State of
Idaho, IPAA, or the Idaho Department of Transportation. Please send comments, suggestions or
articles to jared.olson@post.idaho.gov.

Prosecutors May Seek Restitution for Blood Draws
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order to give the court authority to order
restitution pursuant to the new I.C. § 188003(2). This section now states that upon
a conviction for a DUI offense, including
a DUI vehicular manslaughter, the court
may order restitution for the reasonable
costs incurred by law enforcement agencies to withdraw blood samples, perform
laboratory analysis, transport and preserve
evidence, preserve evidentiary test results
and for testimony relating to the analysis
in judicial proceedings.
Senate Bill 1106 was supported by the
Idaho Prosecuting Attorneys Association,
Fraternal Order of Police, Idaho Sheriffs
Association, Idaho Chiefs of Police and
the Association of Idaho Cities. Senator
Mike Jorgenson sponsored the bill in the
Senate, which passed on February 26,
2009 at a vote of 35-0-0. Chairman Denton Darrington supported this legislation
through committee and on the floor, with
Senator Curtis McKenzie also debating in
support on the Senate Floor. Then on
March 26, 2009, Senate Bill 1106 passed
through the House at a vote of 67-0-3,
with the 3 representatives being absent.
Representative Pete Nielson and Representative Rich Wills sponsored the bill on
the House side.
For the Road expresses many thanks
to Senator Jorgenson, Chairman Darrington, Senator McKenzie, Representative
Nielson and Representative Wills for their
tireless efforts in supporting Senate Bill
1106 which holds offenders, who choose
to put the community at risk by driving
impaired, accountable for their dangerous
behavior.
To learn more about Senate Bill 1106

Click Here.

Traffic Law Update Continued
State v. Stewart, Unpublished Opinion No. 375 (Ct.App.2009):
Stewart appeals the denial of his motion
to suppress. An officer followed Stewart’s
vehicle along a paved roadway with no
center line or shoulder markings. The officer observed Stewart’s vehicle weave to
the left side of the roadway, make an
abrupt correction to the right, and then
weave to the left again. The officer then
activated is patrol car camera and continued to follow the vehicle. The camera did
not record any additional erratic driving.
Regardless, a traffic stop was conducted
and Stewart was arrested for DUI.
The Court affirmed the magistrate’s
findings of fact stating they were supported
by substantial and competent evidence.
The officer had reasonable suspicion to
effectuate a traffic stop of Stewart’s vehicle
based upon his erratic driving in violation
of I.C. § 49-630.
Editor’s Note: Prosecutors often face a
myriad of defenses regarding police videos
and reason for the stop. This case illustrates the importance of being credible on
the witness stand. In this case, the judge
believed the officer witnessed erratic driving before activating the dashboard camera. Prosecutors and officers should also
take heart that the court obviously recognized the frustrating meritless defenses we
see every day. Here are two quotes: “In the
remainder of his appellate brief, Stewart
presents a mixture of meritless, unfounded,
and unsupported arguments challenging
the credibility of the state’s evidence and
the magistrate’s decision.” . . . “Stewart’s
arguments complain about everything from
the lack of any threat that Stewart posed in
driving down the roadway to the officer’s
‘sloppy use’ of the technology available to
him. We have reviewed all of Stewart’s
assertions and conclude that they merit no
further discussion.”

Training & Conferences Notice
Idaho Traffic Safety Summit — April 8, 2009, Doubletree Inn, Boise, Idaho
National TSRP Training — April 28-30, 2009, St. Louis, Missouri
Northwest Alcohol Conference — July 16-17, The Grove Hotel, Boise, Idaho
IPAA Summer Conference — August 12-14, The Grove Hotel, Boise, Idaho
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LAST CALL
The date is set to bring a Lethal
Weapon: DUI Homicide course to Idaho.
The course will be held at the POST Academy in Meridian, Idaho on September 1517, 2009. Prosecutors and reconstructionists from Idaho, Oregon and Utah will be
working together on real crash scenes.
The Idaho Prosecuting Attorneys Association, Oregon District Attorneys Association and the Utah Prosecution Council
are partnering to bring one of the best traffic crime course ever offered.

Save the Dates!!
September 15-17, 2009
Lethal Weapon: DUI Homicide
Meridian, Idaho
Registration Available Soon!

A nationally renowned faculty
has already been secured. Professor
John Kwasnoski, featured in this edition of For The Road, will instruct on
taking the crash into the courtroom. In
addition, experienced vehicular crimes
prosecutors from across the nation will
instruct, to include: Joe McCormack,
New York TSRP, Warren Diepraam,
NHTSA Prosecutor Fellow and
Texas prosecutor, Joanne Michaels,
Director of the National Traffic
Law Center, and many others.
The International Association of
Accident Reconstruction Specialists
(IAARS) will be holding its annual conference the same week. On Wednesday,
September 16th the two groups will work
together on the POST track through actual
crash scenes to have a hands-on experience. Topics in the course will include:
Measuring Skids, Drag Sled & Acceleromoter, EDR, Securing the Vehicle for

Lethal
Weapon
Course
Evidence, Photographing the
Scene, Qualifying Your Expert, etc...
This will be a unique training experience, not to be missed. Save the dates as
space will be limited. Registration and
additional information will be forthcoming
in the next few months. Stay tuned!!
-- Jared Olson, Idaho TSRP
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